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Voices: Past and Present 
the continuing of a project now spanning 
Eight ASHA conventions from 1957-2019

The beginning
� In 1957 Joseph Sheehan gathered a panel of 

people who stutter presenting at the ASHA 
convention in Cincinnati, Ohio.

� Fred Murray ran into Sheehan in the hall and 
asked if anyone was recording the panel. Sheehan 
said “No, but if you can arrange it, go ahead.”

� Murray scrambled and with $100 of his own 
money, ($900+ in today’s money) found a person 
to record it! 



Recordings from prior panels are freely available on the 
Stuttering Home Page 

https://www.stutteringhomepage.com
under “Voices Past and Present”





� Wendell Johnson 
1957 - responding to 
“should a 
psychologist or a 
psychiatrist be a 
necessary part in 
the therapy process 
with a person who 
stutters?”

� Was able locate 
the family of 
James Frick a 
few years ago. 
They were 
pleased to hear 
his voice again 
and allowed me 
to add his audio.





1968 - Lee Edward Travis raises 
concerns after the 50’s and 
60’s about the direction he sees 
the field going in relation to 
stuttering - “Are we hearing 
that the stutterer can't tell us 
anything at all about his own  
stuttering? . . . Is this why we 
are now enjoying a kind of 
therapy that  minimizes 
feelings, motives, relationship 
issues & emphasizes acts? . . . .  
Are we losing sight of the 
person?”



Twenty years after these panels began, 
Fred Murray was included on the panel and 

James Aten attended the 2011 panel presentation



1977 - Michael Tebb
talked about “Getting 
to know the person” 
and the “importance 

of counseling.”





2011 Panel San Diego, CA



Some uses of panel presentations 
and a few other “voices” on Voices: Past and Present

� Appreciating and understanding our roots



� “. . . If we are to know 
where we are, we 
should know where we 
were.” (1982)

� “If we are to know 
where we are going, 
we should know where 
we began.”  (1982)





I was surprised to learn 
from Bryng Bryngelson
about a study in England 
that was similar to a 
controversial Monster 
Study done in Iowa in 
1939, this time with adult 
non-stutterers, trying to 
make them stutterers by 
changing their 
handedness.





Some uses of panel presentations
� Appreciating our roots
� Having unique  (deceased) 

participants in ISAD  conferences



Past ISAD 
online 

conferences



Some uses of panel presentations

� Appreciating our roots
� Using for teaching



Introduced my students to the authors 
of some of the texts and research 

articles I’d assigned over the years 



Some uses of panel presentations

� Appreciating our roots
� Using for teaching and in the clinic  

with clients who stutter



Personal project – combining the Stuttering 
Foundation’s Advice For Those Who Stutter (text) 

and ASHA presenters 1957-2011 (audios)

� There are 28 chapters in the “Advice” book. 

� 18 audios (primarily from past ASHA 
conference panels) are available online.

� A handout is available to use the book and 
audios for students in Communicative 
Disorders courses.

� The book and audios are also a valuable 
resource for clients in group, individual 
therapy or NSA meetings.





Some uses of panel presentations

� Appreciating our roots
� Use for teaching
� Use for clinical practice

� Listening to the “stories” of others (has 
provided helpful suggestions and has been 
literally “lifesaving” for some people!)

� Encouraging clients to tell their own 
“stories”



Thomas Alexander’s poem “The 
Cure” from the 1968 ASHA 
convention in Denver, Colorado
http://www.mnsu.edu/comdis/isad6/papers/alexander6.html

http://www.mnsu.edu/comdis/isad6/papers/alexander6.html


The Cure (last verse)

This gave me courage, now I knew
At last that I could whip it,
And now I'm cure- cure- cure- cure- cure
I'm cure- cure- cure- cured, Skip it!



Some uses of panel presentations

� Appreciating our roots
� Use for teaching
� Use for clinical practice

� Listening to the “stories” of others (has 
provided helpful suggestions and has 
been literally “lifesaving” for some 
people!)

� Encouraging clients to tell their own 
“stories”

� Potential use for research



Althouse, MT, Gabel, RM, and Hughes, C (2013) Recovery from Stuttering: An 
Application of Pentadic Analysis to Narratives of People Who Stutter eHearsay 3:1 

(https://www.ohioslha.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/eHearsay2013-Fluency.pdf)

� Included a qualitative analysis of the 1957 
panel speeches, making an application of 
these stories to clinical practice. 

� Charlie Hughes transcribed the “voices”



The project continues in 2019,
featuring eight of our colleagues 

who will share their “stories”


